Introduction
The behavior of the structures used in engineering during the design phase under the influence of static and dynamic forces is very important. In order to examine the behavior of the structures under dynamic forces, the free vibration characteristics should be determined in the first stage. The free vibration characteristics are the natural frequencies, the damping ratios and the mode shapes of the structure. The comparison of the frequencies of the forces coming to the structure and the free vibration frequencies is important for the resonance event. In addition, the investigation of the response of structures against dynamic forces is very important to determine how the structure under the influence of these forces will behave. This study was carried out to show the importance and applicability of experimental modal analysis (EMA) method in automotive lighting sector.
In recent years, EMA has become an increasingly researched topic. Especially with the development of computer technology nowadays, computer aided measuring devices allow this process to be done faster. The main reasons for such an experimental method are; -determining whether the actual acceptance of the assumptions made during the theoretical analysis of the structures has been achieved, -experimentally determine the dynamic characteristics of the systems that have difficulty in making theoretical analysis and -identifying the status of used and / or damaged structures [1] . Yaman (2012) in his study, first of all, wheel structure is introduced and literature survey on modelling of wheel is given. After that, created finite element model of a light commercial vehicle wheel validated by experimental modal analysis on free-free boundary condition. Also, in order to simulate axle-wheel connection, wheel analyzed on clamped at the spindle boundary condition with finite element
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In this study; the weight of the modal accelerometer used in the Roving Hammer Impact Test Method was added in the finite element analysis (FEA) and the undamped modal analysis of the automotive rear lamp lenses were performed. Also, calculated new Elastic Modulus for Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) material with using natural frequency formula and this value was used in the ANSYS WB® program and the undamped modal analysis was repeated. After that, frequency response functions (FRFs) of an automotive rear lamp lens were obtained by using Roving Hammer Impact Test Method. At the same time; dynamic characteristics of the structure, natural frequencies, damping ratios and mode shapes were obtained. Damping ratios were calculated from the FRF's by using the Half Power Method. Finally, experimental modal analysis (EMA) and FEA results were compared. analysis and experimental modal analysis approach. Then, natural frequencies? And mod shapes? Comparison is given between finite element and experimental modal analysis on clamped at the spindle boundary condition. At the end, design change suggestion is given provided that wheel have greater natural frequency than 350 Hz. Even though 300 Hz frequency is recommended as vehicle interior noise limit, in order to take the worst case into account the limit is determined as 350 Hz [2] .
Şekerci (2013) in his study, rotor blades which have a significant effect on the performance of helicopter, are discussed. Natural vibration frequencies of rotor blades and modes were examined with the help of software ANSYS WB® computationally. Natural frequency and modes of rotor blades which were examined with the method finite element analysis, were determined with the method empirical modal analysis. Then, these findings were compared with each other's. The results which were obtained with the method finite element analysis, were verified with the method empirical modal analysis [3] .
Baldan (2018) in his study, dynamic parameters of fan structure and single blade structure was determined by using experimental and theoretical modal analysis methods. Within the scope of thesis, structure of fan is introduced and literature research was made concerning experimental and theoretical modal analysis methods. Single blade structure is derived from fan structure by cutting section. Results is compared for single blade structure by performing experimental and theoretical modal analysis with correlation. Then for complete fan structure, results are examined by performing experimental and theoretical modal analysis methods. As modal test evaluation criteria, peak points, phase change of frequency response graphics and mode shapes is evaluated by comparing results. By comparing results for these structures, performing experimental and theoretical modal analysis only for single blade structure will be sufficient to determine dynamic behaviors for complete of fan structure. As result of research, it is seen that dynamic characteristics obtained from experimental modal results are close to theoretical modal analysis results [4] .
The main aim of this study comparison of FEA results with the results of the impact hammer test for automotive rear lamp lenses made of PMMA material and verification of material elasticity. The weight of the modal accelerometer used in the tests was added in the FEA and the undamped modal analysis of the structure was made. At the same time, Modulus of Elasticity of the PMMA material in the material datasheet was changed and new Modulus of Elasticity of this material was calculated according to natural frequency formula. Calculated Modulus of Elasticity was used and FEA was repeated. Finally, EMA and FEA results were compared.
Material and Method

FEA with added weight of the modal accelerometer of an Automotive Rear Lamp Lens
While the FEA was performed, the weight of the modal accelerometer used in the tests was added and the undamped modal analysis was repeated. FEA was performed in free-free boundary conditions of PMMA material stop lenses and the band width was determined with the first 2 flexible body mode shapes. In Fig. 1 , first flexible body mode shape is illustrated. 
Roving hammer impact test
In Fig. 3 , the final product marked on the response and the excitation points is hung using a single elastic rope from the specified single point test apparatus to capture the condition closest to the free-free boundary conditions. FRF graphs were obtained from the determined points on the final product. Resonance points were determined by using FRF graphs and the damping ratios were calculated at these points. In Fig. 4 , the first three modes of the roving hammer impact test method are illustrated. The damping ratios were calculated by using the half power method from the peaks in the Fig. 4 and results are illustrated in Table 1 [5] . 
Calculation new elasticity module for PMMA material
As a result of the evaluations made, it was seen that the Elasticity Module, which is one of the required requirements for the material, is valid for the raw material during the FEA. As a result of the final product, it has been determined that the Modulus of Elasticity has changed and that a new Modulus of Elasticity is needed. For this, a new Modulus of Elasticity was calculated from the following formulation [6] .
ω 1 , the natural frequency value found in the FEA, ω 2 , the natural frequency value found in the EMA result. Since k is related to the Elasticity Module (E), this value will be used directly in the formula. In this case, k 1 represents 3360 MPa in the PMMA raw material datasheet, while k 2 will be the calculated value. The masses (m) are equal.
From here;
This value was used in the ANSYS WB® program and the undamped modal analysis was repeated. The aim is to increase the rigidity of the structure and to approach the natural frequency values obtained in the test. In order to find this in the shortest way, the above formulation was made.
In Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 first and second flexible body mode shapes are illustrated respectively to the calculated new Modulus of Elasticity. 
Validation of the new Modulus of Elasticity
The calculated Modulus of Elasticity was made of the same material but different geometry used in the analysis of the automotive rear lamp outer lens and the results of the analysis and the test results were compared.
First of all, 3360 MPa value for PMMA material was used in the ANSYS WB® program and the undamped modal analysis was performed. In Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 first and second flexible body mode shapes are illustrated respectively. 
Roving hammer impact test for another rear lamp lens
In Fig. 11 , the final product marked on the response and the excitation points is hung using a single elastic rope from the specified single point test apparatus to capture the condition closest to the free-free boundary conditions. 31 FRF graphs were obtained from determined the points on the final product. In Fig. 12 , the first three modes of the roving hammer impact test method are illustrated. The damping ratios were calculated by using the half power method from the peaks in the Fig. 12 and results are illustrated in Table 2 . The natural frequency of mode 1 is 56.682 Hz which corresponds to torsional motion and the damping ratio is 0.033. The natural frequency of mode 2 is 102.437 Hz which corresponds to bending motion and the damping ratio is 0.041.
Conclusions
The EMA results and the FEA results were compared and the automotive rear lamp lenses were found to be more rigid.
As a result of the comparisons made; -the weight of the accelerometer should not be neglected, -the material used in the data sheet of the PMMA material and used in the ANSYS WB® program is valid for the raw material, -this value does not apply to the final product, -calculating a new modulus of elasticity for the final product -using the value found in ANSYS WB® program, -and undamped modal analysis has to be done again.
In this study modal testing and FEA methods have been applied on a part which is made of plastic material for which the dynamic material characteristics are rarely found in literature. 
